New Items - September 2019
Non-Fiction:
Expelling the Poor : Atlantic Seaboard States
and the Nineteenth-century Origins of American
Immigration Policy
by Hidetaka Hirota
Book Annotation

The body keeps the score : brain, mind, and
body in the healing of trauma
by Bessel A. Van der Kolk
A forefront expert on traumatic stress outlines his own take on healing,
explaining how traumatic stress affects brain processes and how to use
innovative treatments to reactivate the mind's abilities to trust, engage
others and experience pleasure.

How to read literature like a professor : a
lively and entertaining guide to reading
between the lines
by Thomas C Foster
Demonstrates how to make everyday reading more rewarding by
helping readers understand the symbols, themes, narrative devices and
forms, and contexts of literary works

Code talker
by Chester Nez
A retired Marine and Navajo Indian describes his experiences as one of
29 top-secret code talkers during World War II and how his life growing
up on the Checkerboard Area of the Navajo Reservation prepared him
for his service. 30,000 first printing.

Shakespeare saved my life : ten years in
solitary with the bard
by Laura Bates
Describes the work of an English professor who taught Shakespeare in a
prison for ten years and became an important influence on one
prisoner, Larry Newton, who is serving a life sentence without parole

Call sign chaos : learning to lead
by James N. Mattis
A former secretary of Defense and a former assistant secretary of
defense and combat Marine join forces to off an account of how they
learned to lead in a chaotic world. Illustrations. Maps. Tour.

The mosquito : a human history of our
deadliest predator
by Timothy C. Winegard
Follows the history of the nefarious and pesky mosquito and its impact
on humanity throughout the ages and around the globe, explaining how
the tiny insect influenced the results of wars, colonization and the
modern world order. Illustrations.

She said : breaking the sexual harassment story
that helped ignite a movement
by Jodi Kantor
The Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters who broke the story of Harvey
Weinstein’s sexual abuses discuss the suspenseful untold story of their
investigation, the way it changed their careers and whether or not the
#MeToo movement changed things for the better.

Twenty-five books that shaped America : how
white whales, green lights, and restless spirits
forged our national identity
by Thomas C. Foster
The author of How to Read Literature Like a Professor takes readers on
a wild ride through literature, highlighting the 25 works that have
shaped American identity and outlining what exactly is the "Great
American Novel." Original. 50,000 first printing.

Talking to strangers : what we should know
about the people we don't know
by Malcolm Gladwell
The podcast host of “Revisionist History” and best-selling author of
Outliers presents a controversial reassessment of leading news stories
that offers strategic tips for more accurate and productive interactions
with strangers. 1.5 million first printing.

Thank you for my service
by Mat Best
A memoir from an five-tour Army Ranger who became a YouTube
phenomenon follows him from Columbus, Georgia, to Ramadi and offers
front-line action as well as comfort and counsel in the form of humor
while he advocates for veterans. Illustrations.

Now read this III : a guide to mainstream fiction
by Nancy Pearl
Book Annotation

Because internet : understanding the new rules
of language
by Gretchen McCulloch
"A linguistically informed look at how our digital world is transforming
the English language. Language is humanity's most spectacular opensource project, and the internet is making our language change faster
and in more interesting ways than ever before. Internet conversations
are structured by the shape of our apps and platforms, from the
grammar of status updates to the protocols of comments and @replies.
Linguistically inventive online communities spread new slang and
jargon with dizzying speed. What's more, social media is a vast

laboratory of unedited, unfiltered words where we can watch language
evolve in real time. Even the most absurd-looking slang has genuine
patterns behind it. Internet linguist Gretchen McCulloch explores the
deep forces that shape human language and influence the way we
communicate with one another. She explains how your first social
internet experience influences whether you prefer "LOL" or "lol," why
"sparkly tildes" succeeded where centuries of proposals for irony
punctuation had failed, what emoji have in common with physical
gestures, and how the artfully disarrayed language of animal memes
like lolcats and doggo made them more likely to spread. Because
Internet is essential reading for anyone who's ever puzzled over how to
punctuate a text message or wondered where memes come from. It's
the perfect book for understanding how the internet is changing the
English language, why that's a good thing, and what our online
interactions reveal about who we are"

Hand lettering for laughter : gorgeous art with
a hilarious twist
by Amy Latta
Book Annotation

Zenspirations : letters & patterning
by Joanne Fink
Presents inspiration and instructions for creating a variety of decorative
lettering patterns

Nordic Designs Adult Coloring Book
by Jessica Mazurkiewicz
Book Annotation

Entangled Adult Coloring Book
by Angela Porter
Book Annotation

Mehndi Designs : Traditional Henna Body Art
by Marty Noble
Book Annotation

Alpha Tangle : A Truly Tangled Alphabet
by Sandy Steen Bartholomew
Book Annotation

California
by Jamie Jensen
A guide to California outlines its culture and history, offers profiles of
the major cities, describes sightseeing attractions, and recommends
hotels, restaurants, shopping, and outdoor activities

Europe

by Inc. Dorling Kindersley
Describes the history and architecture of Europe, and identifies the
best hotels, restaurants, shops, sights, and cultural attractions each
featured country has to offer
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